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kolektivnlch jevu. Je treba jestS zduraznit formalni povahu Mandelbrotovy makrolingvistiky,
jez dba pouze vztahu mezi lingvistickymi formami bez ohledu na jejich vyznam a snazi se je
zaehytit matematicky. Konkretneji pfistupuje autor k otazcc jazyka v teorii o informacni textove
temperature (temperature informationnelle), v niz se opira o Estoupe—Zipfuv zakon o frekvenci
slov ve sdeleni. Informacni temperatura textu, jiz lze vyjadfit 6islem charakteristickym pro
dany jazyk a ur6iteho autora, je zajimavy pokus vystihnout matematicky vhodnost ci nevhodnost
vyuziti slov v danem textu.
Podnety B. Mandelbrota jsou jiste velice cenne a jejich uzky vztah k lingvistice je dosvedfiovan
zvlaste v druhe studii sborniku zvane ,,Logique et langage considers du point de vue do la
precorrection des erreurs", jejimiz autory jsou L. Apostel a B. Mandelbrot. Rozborem vztahu
mezi tzv. „codes correcteurs" a pravidly logiky dospivaji autofi k zaveru, z» existuji vztihy
mezi kody, logikou a jazykem. Zvlaste zajimavy je pokus identifikovat dc Saussuruv prooiklad
s pojmem vzdalenosti v oblasti kodu (notion de ia distance), ktery je svrchovane dulezity pro
zabranfeni omylu pfi dekodovani. Veakera lingvisticka pravidelnost vyplyva z nutnosti zachovat
protiklady znaku; stejne tomu je i pfi kodovani. Z toho pak autofi vyvozuji identitu jazyka
a opravnych kodu (codes correcteurs d'erreur). Jediny rozdil vidi v torn, ze v kodech jde o kvantitativni povahu vzdalenosti, v jazyce o kvalitativni povahu protikladu. Tyto zakladni shody mezi
kody a jazykem jsou pak ovefovany na klasifikaci protikladu, pfi cemz se autofi opiraji o studii
Trubetzkeho a Cantineauovu „Le classement logique des oppositions". Jestlize pfipustime, ze
protiklad je totei co vzdalenost ve smyslu teorie kodu, lze pak fici, ze jazyk v rovnovaze, kde
vzd41enosti mezi rftznymi prvky jazyka jsou stejne, je kodem optimalni ucinnosti. Na vyvodech
teto druhe teorie se ukazuje, jake moznosti otvira teorie protikladu tez teorii kodu, i kdyz zustava
podstatny rozdil mezi jazykem a kodem v torn smyBlu, ze jazyk je organizovan v rovinfi fonemu,
morfemu, slov a vet, kdezto kody jsou organizov4ny pouze v jedne rovine.
Domnivame se, ze studie Apostelova a Mandelbrotova si zasluhuje pozornosti lingvistu, nebot
odpovid4 pozadavku, ktery je stanoven ve vyse citovane recenzi dr. J . Kramskeho, ze totii „the
concept of information cannot be the same as in linguistics and that it is necessary to make
relation of these two concepts clear in both sciences", v cemz snaha autoru dospiva k nekterym
zajimavym vysledkum.
Josef Dubaky
Taliona Slama Casacu: Experimentally reversed speaking, with special view to dlphtohgs
(Revue de Linguistique, III, Bucuresti, 1958, s. 19—29).
One of the problems discussed lately by Rumanian phoneticians and psychologists is the
relation between the linguistic units of various order and the corresponding psychological units
into which the speaker divides his speech. It was proposed to tackle this problem by means of
suitable experimental methods. One such method is that of experimentally reversed speaking.
It is based on the hypothesis that the psycholinguistic units into which the speaker divides his
speech can be determined through the analysis of the mistakes he makes, i. e. of the places where
the actual reversion of the phonemes does not coincide with the one expected. This method
has been adopted by Tatiana Slama Casacu. In the study under discussion she offers the results
gained by a systematic application of the method to a high number of words and subjects. She
sets out to observe not only the units into which the speaker divides his speech but also his
reaction to the diphthongs, the study of which is one of the main problems of contemporary
Rumanian phonetics. The author's subjects were 32 people with a varying standard of education.
The mother tongue of all of them was Rumanian and from the phonetic point of view their speech
had no dialectal features. The experiments were carried out in the Laboratory of the Institute
of Psychology and in the Laboratory of the Phonetics and Dialectology Departement of the
Institute of Linguistics in September 1957. The experiments were tape-recorded, other recordings,
both direct and reversed, were made on the kymograph.
In her paper the author does not deal with all the facts observed during her experiments
but concentrates: a) on the comparison between the mechanical reversion and that made by the
subjects, and b) on the reversion of the diphthongs. Other problems such as the reversion of
consonantal groups, general remark on the psychological units of speech etc., are to be dealt
with in a subsequent study of hers.
The comparison between the mechanical reversion and the reversion made by the speaking
subjects themselves leads to some interesting conclusions. A great difference exists between the
aspect acquired by a word mechanically reversed and the kymographical aspect of the same
word reversed by the subject. The author accounts for this fact not by the peculiarities of the
direct emission of sounds or by the physical characteristics of the mechanically reversed sounds,
but also by the important fact that the subject tends to preserve the phonological system of
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the language even in the reversion, thus eliminating those sounds which would run counter to
this system and which naturally appear in the mechanical reversion.
The reversion of words with diphthongs discloses a number of facts, which—in the author's
opinion—are so important that they cannot be ignored. During the reversion the diphthongs
are usually treated as simple sounds, as units, and very often remain unchaged (e. g. deal—lead,
coif—foic). The fact that the diphthongs remain unchaged in such cases is borne out not only
by acoustic tests but also by an objective proof: the tomographic recordings are very similar
with the exception of stops (which in reversed speech naturally begin with the off-glide instead
of the on-glide). In reversed speech the diphthongs appear as sonorous lumps irrespective of
the length of the word. This was checked by means of tests in which the simplest case was
analyzed—that of words containing the sequence Consonant + Diphthong + Consonant, i. e.
of words which presented no other difficulty than words consisting of the sequence Consonant +
+ Vowel + Consonant and which yielded a hundred-percent correct reversion (e. g. lot—tol,
nas—san ...). Even longer words without diphthongs were easily and correctly reversed while
shorter words with diphthongs created difficulties and led to incorrect reversions. Taking into
consideration various types of diphthongs, the author subjects this interesting phenomenon
to thorough analysis. She does not establish any important difference in the subject's behaviour
in relation to the rising and to the falling diphthongs. Shefinds,however, considerable differences
in the subject's behaviour towards various diphthongs outside the falling and the rising category,
in regard to the surroundings in which they occur, or the result which they could give by reversion,
or the situation of the subjects which i3 determined by their typological features and the method
used in reversion.
There are some diphthongs in Rumanian that seem to be of greater importance to the language
system than others and are therefore more refractory to reversion (e. g. ea, oa, ua). The greater
refractoriness is apparently due to the monophonematic value of these diphthongs, or possibly
to their belonging to the most frequent sounds in Rumanian (which would fulfil the condition
of greater automation). The greatest refractoriness, however, i3 displayed by those diphthongs
which on reversion would give a result incongruent with the phonemic system of the Rumanian
language (e. g. beat—taeb, doar—raod).
In the analysis of the reversion the subject's standard of education must be taken into conside
ration. The subject's getting used to the experiments matters as well, not only because of his
increasing skill in reversion and his gradual acquisition of the facility of analyzing words, but
also because of his growing awareness of the possible mistakes. Automatisms are then forestalled
and replaced by a more attentive behaviour, by more analytical methods. In this way the author
accounts for the decrease in erroneous reversions in subjects with a certain standard of education.
In the author's opinion the most important factor is the procedure adopted by the subject in
making the reversion. She took into consideration neither the fact that some subjects divide the
word into syllables when reversing, nor that others pronounce each letter separately, nor that
the reversions may vary between rapid and long ones. She concentrated on the more important
reasons for which one or other way of reversion appears, namely on the guidance of the graphic
image of the word or its absence during the reversion. From the results of her experiments in
this field let us quote at least some of them: subjects who let themselves be guided by the written
form reverse the diphthongs more "correctly" while the time of reaction is generally longer.
Subjects, on the other hand, who are not guided by a graphic visual image, and who thus reverse
the words on the basis of auditive images, yield the highest percentage of reversion by preserving
the diphthongs. These results are corroborated by control experiments and by an analysis of
behaviour of those subjects who resort to both methods. It was established during these
experiments that when the subjects were asked to ignore the graphic image, they started to
preserve diphthongs in the reversion of words. On the contrary when the subjects who preserved
diphthongs were asked "to see the word as if written", then they, following this advice, offered
"correct" reversion.
From the psychological point of view, the reversion of words presupposes the delimitation
of sounds. Such delimitation is naturally an operation of which the subject is fully conscious.
The reversion of a word therefore presumes the existence of the consciousness of the phonemic
units into which the word can be divided. A reversion which preserves the diphthongs, however,
need not point to a lack of consciousness of the particular sounds isolable in the word: it may
be accounted for by the stronger automatisms which are predominant at the moment of reversion.
The problem in question is therefore not only the consciousness of the phonological units, but
also the automatisms of certain specific phonological groups. The psychological investigation
of diphthongs shows that diphthongs of any type are as a rule not correctly dissociated in
accordance with their graphic aspect, but seem to function as a single sound, as a phonological
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structure which is unitary and well fixed as such in the words to which it belongs. To put it
differently, from the speaker's point of view, all diphthongs are to be regarded as phonologically
deliminated units: the speaker makes the delimitation of these units only on certain conditions
(when he has the visual image of the word and according to certain prevailing factors).
By way of conclusion it may be said that the author no doubt succeeded in explaining the
factors causing the ways of reversion. Let us here recall the most important of these factors:
the structure of the words to be reversed, avoidance of a phonological incongruity with phonemic
system of the language, the stereotypy of articulation in the subjects, and last but not least
the training by means of which the subject acquires the faculty of analyzing the words. The
psychological units of speech vary with the subjects' capacity of analysis, a capacity determined
by age and standard of education. In any case, the graphic image plays an important role in the
phonological analysis and in strenghtening the consciousness of the limits of sounds. The fact
that the subject reverses the words in a certain way must be connected not only with a certain
motor automatism of pronounciation but also with a certain way of percieving the words and
of differentiating their component parts. It is remarkable that the natural bilateral connection
between articulation and perception allows of important conclusions, based on seemingly
insignificant observations of the way, in which speakers reverse words. A certain way of percieving
and differentiating the sounds of the words can determine the corresponding habits of articulation.
Unfortunately, the author confines herself mostly to examples taken from Rumanian, though
now and then she offers examples from other languages as well (e. g. English and Russian).
It would be certainly worth while to apply her experimental methods to other languages as well
and thus help to clarify the relation between the linguistic and the psychological units in general.
Jaroslava

Paiesovd

Litevska Jazykovfidna periodlka.
V poslednich letech jsme svedky potesitelneho rozvoje badani o litevskem jazyce, a to pfedevSim v samotne Litevske SSR. Svedfii o torn mj. stale narustajici jazykovedna produkce, uvefejftovana ponejvice ve form£ stati v odbornychfiasopisecha sbornicich (ktere se dnes — na rozdil
odpfedchazejfcfch dob — jizzpravidladostanouiknam). — Clankyzoborujazykovedy nachazime
samozfejme i v Pracich Akademie vSd Litevske SSR (Lietuvos TSR Mokslu Akademijos Darbai),
a to v serii A. Vzhledem k tomu, ze aerie A j e vfinovana zarovefi ekonomii, historii, archeologii
a literarni v£dS, n e n i pocet jazykovSdnych pracl uvefejiiovanych v tomto hlavnim organu litevske
v£dy pfilis velky. Prochazime-li roSniky 1958—1960 (avazek 4—9), aetkavame se tu predevaim
a dialektologickymi studiemi; z jejich autoru je tfeba uveat na prvem miate J . Senkuse (ce^kem
5 stati). Do tehoz thematickeho okruhu nalezi i poucny fclanek A. Balaaaitise o dejinach
litevske dialektologie a o dialektologicke terminologii (ve sv. 7). Historicka jazykoveda je representovana hlavne etymologickymi atudiemi A. Sabaliauskase (jenz vyklada v cele fade kratkych clanku baltske nazvy domacich rostlin). Historickou syntaxi litevatiny se zabyva V. Ambrazas v e dvou statlch. Z ostatnfch clanku pfipominame je§te fonetickou studii J. Volfsonase
o konsonantickych skupinAch skjsk a o jejich metathese (ve sv. 5). — Clanky jsou zpravidla
psany litevsky, maji viak ruska resume (takze jsou pfistupne i itenafum prakticky neznalym
litevltiny).
Casopis-sbornik Literatura ir kalba (Literatura a jazyk), vydavany rovnSz Litevskou
akademii, pfinasi hlavnS delgi studie z oboru jazykovgdy a literarni historie. Dosud vySly Ctyfi
svazky, z nichi posledni (1959) je cely venovan basnifce S. Neris (neobsahuje zadne lingvisticke
prace). Take prvni svazek (1956) ma pfevazn6 biograficky charakter: zabyvi se zivotem a dflem
vynikajicich litevsk^ch jazykovedcu J. Jablonskeho a K. Bugy (literarnevedna cast je venovana
odrazu d81 M. Gorkeho v litevske literatufe). Svazek II obsahuje dukladnou studii A.Valeckisove
(Valeckiene) o uiiv4nf slozenych forem adjektiva v soucasne litevstine; ve sv. I l l (1958) pak
nalezame dvfi rozsahle jazykovedne studie. Prva z nich, jejimiz autory jsou A. Lybernis
a K . Ulvydas, se zabyva vyvojem litevske slovni zAsoby v sovetskem obdobi. Ve druhe studii
zkouma J . Paulauskas funkce slovesnych pfedpon v soufiasne spisovne litevstine; tuto studii
pokladame za obzvlaste zavainou. Krome teohto rozsahlych studii obsahuje L i K I—IV jeSte
nekolik drobnejSfch jazykovgdnych praci, z nichz pfipominime jen dva dalli 614nky A. Saba
liauskase o baltskych nazvech domacich rostlin. Jednotlive svazky ^asopisu obsahuji take
oddlly ,,Recense", ,,Z archivu" (v nemz byv4 publikovana korespondence litevskych spisovatelu
a basniku) a ,,Informace". Jazykovedce bude nejvice zajimat tento posledni oddil: byvaji v nem
uvefejnovany tituly lituaniatickych disertaci, souhrnn^ zpr4vy o baltiatice v zahranicf aj. Ve
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